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Looks like we'll be entertaining from

home this year. 

Let's go for it.
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cú chulainn pizza oven

062 74007

a host's new best friend.

The legend of cú chulainn is about a mythical gifted gaelic warrior.

he was given the name "cú chulainn", or "Chullen's hound" when he

drove a sliotar into the king's hound, thus replacing man's best

friend. Inspired by this, we have created your new best friend. an

irish born pizza oven equal in strength and style.

Ireland has always had rich stories to tell through truth and

mythology. old crannógs filled with weathered men and women, all

surrounding the same wood fired flame we gather round today. 

Born, manufactured,and builtd in Ireland, the cú cullan pizza oven

offers you wood fired pizza from home. Catering for two pizzas at

a time, this artisan oven can reach temperatures of up to 450*C and

cook dough in as little as 60 seconds. 



Cook your own

way, prepare your

own way. Each pizza

oven will come

complete with all the

kit you need to get

going including a

glove, pizza cutter,

pizza tray, and oven

cleaner. 

plus, Opting for the

catering table

(pictured) will allow

you to prepare your

cuisine right next to

your oven.

Its time to enjoy

our home. it's time

for cú cullan

ITEM

Pizza oven

pizza oven + legs

pizza oven + catering
table

PRICE

€1,545

€1,830

€2,320
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Born and bred in the heart of Ireland.

A host's
best friend.

Prices exclude 23% VAT
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sizing the cu chulainn 



Hot spot outdoor
pellet heater
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Sustainable heat, anywhere

providing 13kW of heat, the hot spot outdoor heater is the answer

to beautifully delivered warmth. with storage for 12kgs of wood

pellets, it offers a gravity fed flame for up to 8 hours on one fill

alone. 

it requires no electricity to light so can be placed anywhere and

easily moved thanks to its ability to tilt back on the rear wheels.

Available in red, white or our favourite, black.

Dimensions:

546 x 520 x 2118 cm

90cm width on top dome

90kg weight



A vibrant flame heats

your space from top

to bottom, allowing

you to stay warm

while seated or

standing. 

Enjoyed in hotels,

restaurants, pubs, and

even your own home,

the hot spot provides

heat with no need for

gas or electricity.

With a flame visible

from a 180 degree

angle, the soft, rapid

movement will keep

your eyes fixated while

providing heat to any

outdoor area. 

Suitable for outdoors

only.

ITEM

Hot Spot

hot spot with integrated
fan

PRICE

€1,620

€1,860
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Sustainable heat, anywhere

Mesmerizing
illumination.

Prices exclude 23% VAT



Sleek and stylish design

Vibrant flame

Rust-proof coating + paint

Easy to light 

Economical

Durable build

Fully sustainable

Large 12kg pellet storage

Optional fan

Stove effect

180* flame visibility

Lock and safety features
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Sustainable heat, anywhere

fuel
wood
pellets

width

900mm

power

13kW

kg

weight

90kg

mm

size

546x520
x2118



Wood pellet bbq's
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say no more to bottles of gas

As we move towards our sustainable future, we need to ask

ourselves what we can do to be part of the solution. 

Well luckily, we can enjoy ourselves while treading lightly on the

planet, and saving money in the process! opting for a wood pellet

bbq means you'll be provided with a beautiful system that runs

effeciently and sustainably. Easy to light and manage, our wood

pellet bbq range can cater for any sized group and offer the same

usability as traditional bbq's without the unwelcome scent of gas!

take the camping model with you on your staycation or provide

yourself with a wood pellet bbq for your outdoor area. fully

sustainable, zero comprimise. choose between cast iron, soap stone,

and lava stove tops for your desired cooking finish. 

whether your goal is to host for a large crowd, take the bbq on

a staycation, or just place in your outdoor living area, we have a

sustainable solution for you. 

Wood pellet stoves offer a cleaner fuel source than older gas

bbq's. simply fill with wood pellets, light, and you are ready to go. 



easy, portable and impressive.

€810.00

€1,830.00

For the lovers of all neat and compact. The poldo

camping is designed for easy assembly that you can

take anywhere. 

The humble poldo easy is the ideal bbq for someone

looking for a larger cooking surface and pellet

storage. with great portability, this bbq is A perfect

starting point.

Let the catering begin.! Upgraded surface area to

cook on, large pellet storage and lid to top it

all off - the poldo family is capable of

impressing a group.

the rolls Royce of pellet bbq's. you won't

find a more capable bbq than the poldo chef.

designed with catering for groups in mind, chefs

can utilize two cooking areas
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Poldo camping

Poldo easy

Poldo family

Poldo chef

€405.00

€2,320.00

Prices exclude 23% VAT
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Take a trip into our sustainable future. 
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For more information on availability and deliveries, call our office today.

We are local, Irish and ready to support our sustainable transition .

to view our range, visit our showroom in Tipperary - e34

rx89 or call 062 74007.


